
Dear Reader:

 From the death of a loved one or cherished pet, to facing a bully or having a parent deployed far from 
home, children often struggle with loss and worry. It can be difficult to help. But if children don’t work 
through the experience, repressed feelings and unanswered questions can cause emotional issues.

That’s why I hope you’ll consider reviewing
Rainbow Reach grief-and-loss recovery activity books for kids 4-14.

 The Rainbow Reach Series is a collection of activity books that enables parents, therapists and other 
adults to help children open up and begin healing. These high-quality books are brimming with drawing, 
writing and thinking activities carefully developed to help youngsters cope with the grief and anxiety of 
life’s difficult moments. Once the activity book is complete, it becomes a treasured scrapbook filled with 
much-loved memories and practical stress-busters that the child can refer to again and again.

 The Series has received glowing reviews from professionals, including grief recovery specialists, trauma 
therapists, counselors and authors of some of the leading books in the field of resilience and recovery. Best 
of all, the books are winners with children – engaging them not only in the fun, creative activities, but in 
exploring and sharing their feelings, thoughts and questions. The first four books in the Series are:

Forever Friend: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet
Helps children address sadness as well as fears the loss may raise about death and dying.

Heroes! Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment
Helps children address fear for their parent’s safety, changes at home, and how to keep in touch.

Love & Memories: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One
Helps children say good-bye in a healthy way and preserve happy memories.

Worry Busters! Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much
Helps children deal with worries triggered by illness, peer pressure, bullies, grades, or other stresses.

 I believe that the people you reach would appreciate knowing about these affordable resources 
($13.95 each). I hope you’ll consider reviewing them. Please let me know if I can provide any further 
information for you. Thank you so much for your help.

  Sincerely,

  Susan Weaver

P.S. I am a Certified Grief Recovery Specialist® and the books I have written draw on my training as well 
as my personal experience in trying to help children weather life’s difficult moments. You’ll find more 
information on the Rainbow Reach website: www.RainbowReach.com.
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